
 

Please let your Students Know that the Tutors are in their Personal Rooms  
and that this is how they can see a tutor. 

 
Math Blog url and Finding the Online Math tutors 

To work with tutors online in Webex, Please go to the LSC Math blog url.  After you have read (and possibly 
printed) this page of instructions, Right click on the blog url you see here, either select the “Copy url” option 
or Copy [CTRL-C] and then Paste (CTRL-V) this url into your browser to begin: 

http://www.lonestar.edu/blogs/lsc-northharrismath 
 

When you go to the above LSC-North Harris Math Department blog url, choose the 
“Virtual Tutoring” tab and you will see information  about the Virtual Tutoring. 

  
Students can click on th "List of Math tutors...." link that they will see there to see the list of tutor names, what 
Courses each tutor is able to help with, and what Times each will be available. 
List of MAC Tutors’ WebEx addresses and Scheduled Tutoring Times 
  
To work with a tutor:  From the “List of MAC tutors …”:     
Provided the list shows that the tutor is scheduled to tutor at that time, you can click on the Personal Room url 
you see that tutor’s information, and you will be taken to that tutor’s Personal Room. Click “join” to notify the 
tutor you are in that tutor’s Personal Room “Lobby” and would like to be admitted.  
 
To work with a tutor:  From the “Virtual Tutoring” page on the Math Department blog:    
Click on correct weekday (Monday, Tuesday, etc.). Look for the correct time, and choose a tutor who is 
scheduled to be tutoring at the time you have arrived.  Now click on the colored box where you see that 
tutor’s name, and you will be taken to their Personal Room "Lobby".  Now click on the word “join” that you 
see there to let the tutor know you have arrived.  The tutor will be notified that you have come and will be 
able to admit you if he is currently tutoring.  
  
Give the tutor the same sign-in information you would have given if you had gone to the MAC to work with a 
tutor and the tutor will sign you in:   
   Name, ID#, Course (such as Math 1314), and Instructor Name (such as Ms. Jones) 
Let the tutor know what you want to work on and what question(s) you have.   
 

http://www.lonestar.edu/blogs/lsc-northharrismath
http://apps.lonestar.edu/blogs/lsc-northharrismath/files/2020/04/Spring-2020-Online-Tutor-Schedule-with-WebEx-info_2020-04-14-e_JT.pdf

